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Introduction
The interaction of the moon with an electromagnetic field is impor-
tant to passive lunar magnetometer experiments which utilize the natural
time-varying interplanetary magnetic field and to lunar experiments utilizing
a known electromagnetic source. Electromagnetically, the lunar situation
is extremely complex; the lunar sphere
.
, thought to be conductive, is immersed
in a conducting plasma permeated by a magnetic field (Schwartz
.
, 1967) and.,
in all probability,  both the lunar body and' the surrounding medium are ani€:o-
tropic and inhomogeneous. The exact problem is quite intractable and more 	
:,
simplified models are necessary in order to interpret data collected in
magnetic and electromagnetic experiments. Such models have included a
plane wave-plane layered half space model (Ward,, ,Jiracek and''Linlor^ 1968),
a homogeneous sphere in a uniform harmonic magnetic field (Ward
.
, 1969; NessY
1968) and a two-layered sphere confined by a medium allowing a surface
current density and excited by a un,.farm time-varying magnetic field (Blank
and Sill, 1969) .
The model we have used is that of a multi-layered sphere excited
by a plane electromagnetic field. The layers are concentric and each layer
is assumed to have constant electrical parameters chosen according to best
	 -
estimates (Ward, 1969) . Our choice of this model is dictated less by a
certainty of.its applicability to the real situation than by an acknowledgment
2of its possibility. That is, we wish to inquire how layering would affect
our concept of the electromagnetic behavior of the lunar sphere and to what
extent the possibility of layering should be considered in the design of an
experiment to determine the electrical properties of the lunar interior.
The problem of an homogeneous sphere in a plane electromagnetic
field is classical and is well reviewed, with references to the original
work ., in such textbooks as Stratton (1941), Harrington (1961) and Von
Bladel (1964) . Wait (1951) and Ward (1953, 1959, 1967) have specialized
the solution to a uniform time-varying magnetic field. Wait (1961) has
presented the theoretical solution for the layered sphere. Our solution
generally follows that of Wait (1961) with only slight differences in formu-
lation and the addition of frequency response curves for layered lunar
models.
Theoretical Formulation
The geometry is illustrated in Figure 1. The primary plane wave,
which is x-polarized and z-traveling, is incident upon a multi-layered
sphere of outer radius 1738 km. The layers are numbered from the outside
in, beginning with 0 for the external medium and m for the inner core.
' Wt
with e	 time dependence suppressed, we seek to solve, in
each medium, the following Maxwell equations:
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Fields which satisfy (1) and (2) may be derived from the two scalar potentials
and if , which are Transverse Electric (TE) and Transverse Magnetic
(TM) respectively, under the condition that 1^ and 	 satisfy the
scalar Helmholtz equations,
\` t K 1 >	 = 0	 (5)
^^` "f K 
s 1	
a	 (6)
k z =	 w:'4 E t	 (7)
In terms of the potentials, the fields are given by
i  
	
1) = 19 x Jr Z, + .1. x v X	 (9)
where Fr is the unit vector in the r direction of the spherical coor-
dinate system with origin at the center of the sphere.
Following Van Bladel (1964), we may expand the primary plane
(10)
(l1)
1
(15)
f,
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wave, assumed to be of unit amplitude, in terms of its potentials as
(CM tt)
^ ^ h
tti+ ►^
where	 is the spherical Bessei function of order h	 The soluL•ions
for the total potentials in the various layers may be written down using
(10) and (11) and the general, solution to the Helmholtz equation. For the
layer
.
, the solution is
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where ^h) is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind. In the out-
side medium (layer 0) the only incoming wave is the primary field so that
e	 aG'^^ = C„ _	 In the inner core (layer m), finiteness at the origin
requires that bh s a =	 The remaining 4m constants (functions of n)
may be obtained by the application of the following boundary conditions.,
which are sufficient to ensure continuity of tangential E and (#
7 r= R^
	
(l4)
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Since we are interested in solutions outside the sphere, the problem may be
ii © 	 o
stated to be the determination of the coefficients	 and An as con-
tinuous functions of frequency and discrete functions of n. It is convenient
to determine these coefficients separately and in a recursive manner, as
follows for the potential'
At the inner boundary, r = Rr , between the core and the
layer, equations (14) and (16) comprise two equations in three unknowns
which may be combined to yield
rh
 LM
	(18)
I
where we designate r;,f	 as the reflection coefficient from the #"d layer
for the hd mode of the TE potential 1	 Explicitly, V',, , for an
m layer sphere is found to be
n	 (19)
J !	 1	 )^ C ^
where
Awl
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and K;, 4 the propagation constant for the 0  medium. At the next
boundary out, r - P*.j , equations (14), (16) and (18) comprise three
equations in Four unknowns allowing the relation
(2Q)
h,-1
where Y'„ is found to be
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The recursive relation is now clear; within the t	 layer
.
, we may determine
Y'h	 and hence the relation between 	 and	 if we know"h
Beginning at the core, then, we compute Yh^ according to equation (19)
and proceed outward according to equation (21) until we obtain Ir#j,
Since, by the ,problem formulationh is unity, we have
C
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Equation (19) is a specialization of equation (21), with 1 nv. set to
zero (since there is not an ^^+++r^^ layer to give reflection).
The same calculations may be carried out for the Tai potential
and the results are similar with the only difference being the replacement
of '3i by 
.1i	 Thus, the relation for 	 which corresponds to
equation (21) is
4
n
, ► 	
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In an identical manner, we may compute rh and use the relation
t	 I
(24)
With	 and	 h	 thus determined the potentials and hence the fields
are theoretically determined everywhere in the space external to the sphere.
The method of computation is very similar to that presented by Wait (1961).
It is convenient to regard the TE potential"
	
as an expansion
of magnetic multipoles and the TM potential
	 as an expansion'of electric
multipoles (Jackson, 1962). Neglect of either of the potentials is then
equivalent to neglect of either electric or magnetic secondary sources.
The conditions under which such an approximation is valid are discussed in
the Appendix. For our purpose of illustrating the effect of concentric
,8
layering, we will utilize only the TE potential ^' , thus retaining only
the magnetic secondary sources. This choice allows an exact solution if
the radial component of 	 is the measured component and has the added
advantage of easy comparison with previously computed results (e.g. Wait,
1951; Ward, 1953; Blank and Sill, 14969; Ward, 1967; Wait, 1969) .
Calculated Results
For purposes of computation, it is convenient- to define a new
TE "reflection coefficient" as the ratio of the secondary potential to the
primary potential evaluated at the surface of the sphere, for each magnetic
a
multipole. In terms of the calculated coefficient dh for the solution in
the external medium, this reflection coefficient is
.)	 a	 hl
,, ^,, Cr.R^}	 (25)
where rho is the propagation conitant of the external medium and te, is
the outer radius of the first layer.
In order to illustrate the effect of layering, we will make a
comparison with the solution for the homogeneous sphere. Figures 2 and 3`
portray the frequency behavior of the TE reflection coefficient for two
homogeneous spheres of conductivities ' l mho/m and 10-4 mhos/m, respectively.
The spheres are of lunar size, with radius of 1738 km and have permittivity
equal to that of free space. The spheres are non-magnetic ` and we have
chosen free space for the external medium. This choice is not intended
r
to represent an approximation to the behavior of the "interplanetary medium,
but is merely a convenience to compare homogeneous and layered responses.
9;gar all models, we have calculated the reflection coefficient for each of
the first four terms in the series solution and have designated these by
modes 1 through 4 in the figures.
The n = 1 curves of Figures 2 and 3 are exactly comparable to
those obtained by Wait (1951) and Ward (1953, 1959) and, for later compar-
ison with layered models, we may note certain features of these curves.
The first mode, or dipole term, behaves as would be predicted by utilizing
a uniform time-varying magnetic field as a source. The peak in the quadra-
ture component of the first (dipole) mode appears at the frequency for which
_'r , where K is the propagation constant for the sphere. one may
show that this frequency is also that which corresponds to the "Cowling
time" (Ness, 1967) for a sphere. The quadrature components of the higher
modes exhibit peaks at successively higher frequencies with successively
lower amplitudes. The real part, or in-phase component for each mode
saturates to -1. In this frequency range, the sphere behaves as a perfect
conductor; i.e. total TE potential and radial component of 	 reduce to
zero at the surface of the sphere.
In the series solution, equation (13), higher order modes are
reduced by the factor	 ,R,	 at the surface of the sphere.
This tends to make the first term dominant at the surface for Jgl1 4-:^ 1
The Appendix considers the question of neglect of higher order multipoles'
in some detail.
Figure 3 shows the same characteristics as Figure 2 except for a
shift of the diagnostic part of the curves to higher frequencies, which
reflects the lower conductivity. Wait (1951) and Ward (1953) have plotted
the dipole response versusinduction number, JK1	 , and it is evident
i
10
from their curves that
.
, as conductivity decreases, the frequency at which
JKf =	 increases. Figures 2 and 3 reflect this behavior.
4
Figures 4 through 6 illustrate the calculated frequency response
for three layered models. The particular models are based upon estimates
``
	
by Ward (1969) and Ward. and Jiracek (1969). Their estimates, in turn ., have
I+
been based upon laboratory measurements of the electrical properties of
terrestrial rocks. Because such measurements have often exhibited marked
frequency dependence and the frequency range we are considering has not been
thoroughly investigated
.
, our models involve substantial extrapolation and
are intended to represent only gross estimates based upon meager information.
The calculated reflection coefficient involves computation of
equation (21) iteratively through the several layers. The complicated
nature of equation (21) and the finite accuracy of the computer combine
to yield certain difficulties in the numerical computation. These diffi•-
culties appear most often in the form of indeterminate quantities; the
numerator and denominator of equation (21) appear so small as to become
effectively zero, although the quotient remains finite. The range of uncer-
tain results is noted on each figure and does not affect the :major results.
Figure 4 illustrates the reflection coefficient evaluated at the
Lunar surface for our Model I. The model consists of 10 m of debris, 90 m
of dry rock, 2.9 km of a permafrost layer s 97 km of inner "wet" shell s and
a hot conductive core r all with electrical parameters as noted on the
• figure.
The most distinctive feature of Figure 4 is the appearance of
two responses which are well separated in frequency. The first response
-6
occurs at f S x 10 Hz, where the quadratire peak is used for location.
a!
f
11
Making use of the criterion that IKI rZ 1-F 11T	 at the peak, and letting
!kl	 we find that i3"'	 10 - ^ mhos/m and thus interpret this
response as due to the core alone, the outer layers appearing transparent
at the lowest frequencies. The form of the response is very similar to
-1
that of a homogeneous sphere of conductivity 10 mhos/m with the following
fi
differences. The peak values of the quadrature and in-phase responses are
less than those of Figures 2 and 3, and the "fall-off" of peak values, with
increasing mode, is faster. This is a result of being some distance away,
through the outer layers, from the anomaly-producing body anJ indicative
of the increasing "fall-off" of higher order multipoles. The further away
the observer is from the anomaly-producing body, the more dominant the
dipole term becomes, within the quasi-static range. The relative contri-
butions of the several modes is, in fact, a measure of the distance from
the surface of the core to the surface upon which the field (or potential)
is observed.
Centered at about 1 Hz, we have indicated a range of difficulties
in computation where, in the iterative calculation through the layers, the
quotient of equation (21) appears indeterminant:, At about 10 Hz, the res-
ponse from the entire lunar sphere appears. Since the potential is eval-
uated at the surface of the sphere, the in-phase components now saturate
to -1, as with the homogeneous models. At the high frequency, we have
plotted only modes 1 and 4 for clarity. Mode 4 exhibits the largest response
6	 since it was most attenuated in the core response and must recover to the
saturation value of -1. Interpretation of this 'latter response on the
basis of a homogeneous model, utilizing the criterion (K', IC W_ at the
quadrature peak, would yield a conductivity for the entire sphere of about
i12
10 -7 mhos/m.
Model 2, the reflection coefficient of which is illustrated in
Figure 5, is a particularly high conductivity model. The model consists
of an outer layer of debris, three layers of wet rock with the same conduc-
tivity but increasing dielectric constant, and a hot conductive core of
conductivity 10 mhos/m. The core response occurs at about 10 Hz and this
is unfortunately in the range of computational difficulties. However, the
values on either side of the questionable range and the arguments presented
for the previous model substantiate that a response does occur in this
range. Interpretation of the second response as that of a homogeneous
sphere would yield a conductivity estimate of about 10 -4 mhos/m and this,
when compared to the core conductivity, an error of about five orders of
magnitude.
Figure 6 illustrates the frequency behavior for Model 3, which is
a "warm" moon of low conductivity. Only modes 1 and 4 are presented for
clarity;, The model consists of a very resistive outer shell of debris, a
layer of resistive dry rock, a "moist" (approximately 1% water) shell, and
a core with conductivity of 10-5 mhos/m. The core response, because of the
low assume-d conductivity, appears at about 10 -2 Hz and is followed by a
superposition of small amplitude oscillations which we presume to be due
to the spherical dielectric waveguide formed by the layer surrounding the
core. The entire lunar sphere responds at about 102
 Hz with an apparent
conductivity of about 10
-8 mhos/m.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented the low frequency behavior for three layered
13
models, all of which are debatable as regards their accuracy with respect
to the moon. However
.
, our information is sufficiently meager that any
proposed model would be debatable. We present these layered models only
as possibilities in order to show what effect layering might have on a
simple interpretation based upon an assumption of homogeneity. Our models
have consisted of relatively thin layers near the surface and exhibit two
responses; one due to the conductive core and another due to the combination
of outer layers and core. Recognition of only the latter feature and inter-
pretation of this feature as induction in the core may lead to a large
error in estimating the conductivity of the core. It is clear that the
possibility ., at least ., of layering in the moon should be recognized for
the purpose of investigating the lunar response to the low frequency ,  time-
varying interplanetary magnetic field.
APPENDIX
Field Expressions and Quasi-Static Approximations
For convenience ) we may rewrite the solutions for the potentials
If	 in the external medium as
Lim L"V"
l
m	 ^---	 (A.1)
C'h qn (0; ,t, ~ ^ N Ck^^^ tti ^,h'^ ^^^;,	 (A.2)
nor
where CY '^`^ ^',	 = coordinates of observer relative to center of sphere
VC, to
1 Ls'
	
	
= properties of the external medium as defined in the
text. For the purpose of this discussion, these are
not necessarily free space values.
,
(A•3)
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In terms of the reflectii
sphere, the coefficients
tA - FQ4n
(A.4)
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)n coefficients evaluated at the surface of the
are
. "Cie. R)	 (A.6)
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where',	 is the outer radius of the sphere.
Equations (8) and (9)'in the text provide the relationship between
the fields and potentials. Our interest will be confined to only the mag-
netic fields and we will designate the field components as follows:
N I	 = contribution of the potential 	 to the kA. component ofk
magnetic field.
H	 - contribution of the potential 	 to the zl component of
magnetic field.
fm = (A. component of magnetic field.
The expansion of equation (9) yields ., for the three magnetic
field components in the external medium,
(A,8)
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In equations (A.9) and (A.10), the two terms are, respectively, NZ and
lk
	 The r component, equation (A.8), contains only 	 which is
a reflection of the transverse magnetic nature of
Performing the differentiation, the field components are, explicitly,
",	 1 l 1
	 1 1 1 (ctl. e ')
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By equations (A.11) through (A.16), the fields are described everywhere,
though not in a very convenient form. Our interest, however, is basically
with the secondary field as expressive of the electrical nature of the
entire sphere. This confines us, by skin depth arguments, to wavelengths
which are much larger than the dimension of the sphere. This may be stated
as	 Further, we are interested in observations which are
within a distance of the sphere-which is very much less than a wavelength.
This condition may be stated as jKj r	 These conditions lead to
substantial simplification.
Consider first the relative contributions in equations (A.13) and
(A.15), of the secondary field terms in	 and	 „_ 1 ^.r^	 The
ratio of the term	 ^tMi^ ^uG*^ to that in ^(%) (w y)	 is given by
(A.17)
Using small argument expansions for the Hankel functions, we obtain
(A.18)
*irk ^	 hl2h-1,
For (Wcr)	 small, the l+)term	 h ^Kb^^ is dominant for each Y%	 and becomes
more dominant as h increases. The c ►term in	 ^ h _^ ^k„^-
	
is then negligible
.u
V
for fKorl small. Physically, this is equivalent to the quad.-static approx-
imation in the near field of a multipole.
We now consider the relative contributions of V and f to
the tangential magnetic field. Neglecting the 0" dependence, the ratio
of secondary field components is
Ike ^..
	
^-^^
1	 h h e
zr
f4, has not been plotted for this report but ., in the frequency range of
interest
.
, is a constant of order 1. Thus, in the region where ^:,^, is non-
f
zero--i.e. where an induction response occurs--and for (1<0') small ,  14,
1
and MT are negligible with respect to I-)& and 14 1 . The earlier
neglect of `' dependence does not negate this result since ,  if t' is
such that
	
`' 0& . then, from equations (A.13) through (A.16), 144 .>
and for small k,,'v,
 ^ ^^ ^^ ^e	 , and the dominant contribution to the
tangential field is still nade'by 	 . Physically, this result is a
statement of the fact that, in the near field of a magnetic multipole and
an electric multipole
.
, the magnetic multipole is the dominant contributor
to the magnetic fields.
Lastly,; we consider the relative contributtions of higher order
multipoles. For the three components, the ratio of the secondary field
contribution of the (n + 1)th term to that of the n th term may be shown
i
to be proportional to IK40+okk 6K IR'tn (WO-)	 neglecting the !^'dependence.
Since	 for observations outside the sphere ,  and since `' J"(n4l)
the ratio is small for xtR small. Physically this result illustrates the
dominance of the dipole term. 	 may be such that the dipole contribution
0
V1
to a particular component is zero while that of some higher order multipole
is non-zero. However, in such an instance, the component will be small in
comparioun to the maximum contribution of the dipole term.
Under these quasi-static approximations, the field components
become
A.
14
(A. 20)
0,	
lh^
14 e
, 	 + I "to	 4, -t 0-	 (A. 21)
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(A. 2 2)
The expressions are thus greatly simplified. The approximations depend
heavily on the properties of the outside medium
.
, explicitly on h. 0
If we choose k& to be the propagation constant of free space, such approx-
imations are justified in the lunar case for frequencies below I Hz.
However, the choice of free space as repre gentative of the interplanetary
environment at such frequencies is very questionable. If the lunar environ-
ment is reasonably conductive, the quasi-static approximations do not hold
and., for this reason
.
, we have computed the first four modal reflection
coaf f icients.
0	 1*
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